
HOW do you approach the change 
process yet maintain the necessary 
pace and ensure sustainability?
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OUR experience reaffirms 
that successful 

implementation of change 
programmes depends on the 
organisation’s ability to develop an 
holistic approach, incorporating 
the right process with employee 
engagement. The output should 
lead to an integrated, joined up 
programme that will result in a 
sustainable and common journey 
towards the vision.

1. Why will it be any 
different this time? 
The Suiko Approach™ brings 
the WHY – WHAT – HOW cycle 
together. The HOW 
encompasses the 
enablers and consists of 
4 key elements that must 
be brought to bear to 
ensure sustainable and 
accelerated change. 

The programme must 
be a strategic priority, 
have a clear strategic 
FRAMEWORK that is 
aligned to the business 
vision and sets out the 
roadmap for the journey. 
The framework will help 
to direct focus and 
should provide guidance 
to what needs to be done. 

People need to have the right tools 
to deliver the expected results: 
the TOOLS & TECHNIQUES, 
when used appropriately, will help 
them see more clearly, measure, 
focus, problem solve, collaborate 
and as a result be more effective. 
Ultimately, this can develop into the 
group operating system. 

Suiko believes that to embed 
exceptional practices, it is 
more about changing mindset 
than tools (80:20), developing 
a culture which encourages 
enabling BEHAVIOURS. Self 
discipline and ownership are 
key attributes for everyone, 

Multiple studies have shown that around 70 percent 
of large change programmes fail to deliver the target 
outcome. In this third article, Suiko considers ‘HOW to 
achieve success’ by answering 3 questions:
1. Why will it be any different this time? 
2. What is the level of commitment required? 
3. How do you ensure success along the  
 operational excellence journey?

Diagram 1: The Suiko Approach™

for it is this that maintains the 
processes’ sustainability.

The programme must be 
driven; management need to 
apply energy and attention to 
the critical activities to MAKE IT 
HAPPEN. This requires robust 
programme management and 
should include activities such as 
governance, tracking and strong 
change management. 

To mobilise the organisation and 
ensure that operational excellence 
is embedded in its widest sense 
requires a balanced approach to 
implementation, with each element 
of the approach running in parallel. 

2. What is the level of 
commitment required? 
The organisation’s leaders need 
to demonstrate commitment to 
the journey. A prerequisite for 
success is to have clarity around 
the commitment that people are 
expected to make; after all, it 
is about embedding a ‘way of 
working’ that involves everyone 
throughout the organisation.

Richard Lloyd, general 
manager, Constellation Wines 
Europe continues “The case 
for making a commitment to 
resourcing a programme of 
change appropriately should be 
based on logic and adopting a 
structured approach. Key to the 
success of our ongoing Lean 
journey is that it embraces a ‘way 
of working’. It is not an add-on 
initiative and is central to every 
meeting, activity, discussion and 
decision that occurs.”

It does require everyone 
to play a part in making the 
change happen: throughout the 
organisation (Diagram 2 illustrates 
the point).



www.suiko.co.uk 

3. HOW do you  
ensure success along  
the operational  
excellence journey?
In most instances, successful players 
develop a strategic vision that maps 
out the journey to turn uncertainty into 
opportunity.  The Suiko Approach™ 
will help to develop the journey.

Lloyd reflects “The Suiko Approach 
comes across as common sense, 
almost too simple, but it did force us 
to challenge our thinking in pulling 
together our lean implementation 
strategy which was both refreshing 
and really valuable. Too often  
lean ends up as something  
people struggle to associate with  
and understand.”

The diagram below highlights the 
critical success factors (the HOW) 
that will make the programme great, 
but will only work with the necessary 
management commitment.

Which specific tools you use 
when seeking to address the 
critical success factors may 

vary, but to fail on one or more 
of the elements of the approach will 
lead to a suboptimal programme. 

A key output of the ‘WHY?’ should 
be a roadmap outlining the journey 
plan and route to the compelling 
vision of operational excellence 
and its benefits. “The delivery of 
this ‘strategic framework’ will be 
most effective when there is strong 
strategic alignment, in simple terms, 
through the adoption of a one team, 
one plan approach that is endorsed 
by the board.” Concurs Bob King, 
head of operational excellence, 
Premier Foods “As with strategy, 
having a common language for tools 
and the improvement processes and 
making it standard work will make 
control and challenge easier and 
ensure new practices are embedded  
more quickly.”

All of the above is best reinforced 
by the leaders in the business 
exhibiting the right ‘enabling’ 
behaviours. The maturity of the 
organisation (the level of team 
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Diagram 2: Role expectations 

Diagram 3: Critical success factors to deliver  
the Suiko HOW™

performance) will influence the level of 
resource that must be put in place to 
make things happen. 

Other fundamentals should 
include recognising success and 
communicating progress. Unless 
already normal practice it is best done 
in a structured way by integrating it 
into the change activity. Keeping it 
simple and relevant to the audience 
is good advice. For example, 
remembering the following mantra will 
help maintain momentum:

	 What	gets	measured	gets	done
	 What	gets	talked	about	gets	done	first	
	 What	gets	rewarded	gets	done	best

Suiko’s view is that programme 
management does not have to 
be complicated, although it does 
require an investment in people and 
time resources to work best. 

Building the right infrastructure from 
the beginning will pay dividends later 
when trying to keep the programme 
on track. Like any investment, 
thorough up front planning will reduce 
the level of rework later and ultimately 
accelerate the pace of change.

Programme governance is another 
aspect of making it happen that 
doesn’t always get the focus it merits, 
until things go wrong! If done well, 
it will give the structure from which 
all other change activities can hang 
and it does encourage the right 
behaviours, discipline and challenge. 
Regular steering groups should take 
place to review progress to plan, 
address blockages, champion the 
programme and confirm the next 
steps. In parallel, all results (savings 
and benefits), audit and assessment 
scores should be tracked, reported 
and communicated against targets to 
make progress transparent.

Finally, even if the organisational 
tendency is to revert to fire fighting 
when dealing with today’s crisis, it is 
essential that there is a continuous 
check and measure against the long 
term strategy of sustainable change. 
This is best done through ‘go see’, by 
being there. 
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